I have known Hannah for over fifteen years and during this period of time, I have
watched her passion for all animals grow and her knowledge of their needs and
behaviour expand. I have truly never met anyone more passionate about animals.
As a teenager, going to Hannah’s property was always a fun adventure as their was
usually more than one injured animal in the residence they had recently rescued, in
addition to their own wonderful family of pets. Hannah has been exposed and
assisted such a vast array of animals over the years; you could almost mistake her as
another member of the Irwin family!
Last year, my partner and I decided it was time to get our own puppy. Little did we
know the work involved and immediately, we sort out reliable and expert advice on
how to raise this crazy creature into a well trained, obedient dog. With her
background and expertise in vet nursing, I knew Hannah’s advice was the only one I
would trust and as a result, we spent many weekends learning the needed skills for
training your own dog. Hannah’s calm yet firm demeanour, in conjunction with her
vast knowledge, was extremely impressing and comforting. As a result, a year later, I
have a fantastic dog of which I owe a great deal of gratitude to Hannah.
With my partner’s family living interstate, we have needed to take frequent trips over
the last year and thankfully, Hannah has always been available to house and pet sit
during these periods. As quite a protective pet owner, I have always been extremely
grateful to have Hannah available at these times as I really wouldn’t trust anyone else.
We are off to Fiji in September for a week for our honeymoon and I have already
booked her services for this period. The only problem I have is detaching Chewy (my
dog) from her at the end of her stay! He loves her!
I am delighted Hannah has created Poppins Pet-Sitters and if you are like me, and
really don’t trust the care of your pet with just anyone, than you can finally gain some
peace of mind. Go away on that long weekend or the holiday you have been putting
off as you will not have to worry. Hannah and her team will give your pet the highest
care possible as understanding and loving animals, is what they are all about. Please,
do not hesitate to call me if you have any queries.
Rachel Wise

